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REMARKS TO UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS OF
CLINICAL MEDICINE
GROVER F. POWERS
For a few minutes during this first pediatric clinic hour of a new school
year, I have planned at the suggestion of two staff members but with
hesitation and humility, to speak to you not about children either well or
sick, but aboutourselves as responsible members, all, of a medical institution
of learning in this day of cynicism and rebellion, of bad manners and "what
do I get out of it" questioning, of little faith and rare equanimity.
Medicine is one of the old recognized professions. That is, as Dean
(Emeritus) Roscoe Pound says, "an organized calling in which men pursue
a learned art and are united in the pursuit of it as a public service-no less
a public service because they may make a livelihood thereby. Here, from the
professional standpoint, there are three essential ideas-organization, learn-
ing and a spirit of public service. The gaining of a livelihood is not a
professional consideration. Indeed, the professional spirit, the spirit of
a public service, constantly curbs the urge of that instinct."5
As students in the clinical years you now join the hospital staff as
physicians-without degrees and without licenses and without adequate
experience, but physicians you are, nevertheless. As such you are members
of a goodly company of persons directly responsible for the health of your
fellow men and indirectly, but no less vitally, sharing responsibility for the
health and the welfare of society. Leaders in our profession have viewed
the far horizon and have envisioned us in the vanguard in the march of
civilization. Writing many years ago, Virchow, father of cellular pathology,
prophesied:
Should medicine ever fulfil its great ends, it must enter into the larger
political and social life of our time; it must indicate the barriers which obstruct
the normal completion of the life-cycle and remove them. Should this ever
come to pass, medicine, whatever it may then be, will become the common
good of all. It will cease to be medicine and will be absorbed into that general
simplified body of knowledge which is identifiable with power. . . . When
we have exact knowledge of conditions of existence of individuals and of
peoples, then only will it be possible for the laws of medicine and philosophy
to gain the credence of general laws of humanity. Then only will the Baconian
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And more recently, in our own day and generation and in our own
school of medicine, Dr. Winternitz had the vision to fashion an Institute of
Human Relations where medicine would take its vital and rightful place
in a grouping together of biological and social sciences seeking, with law
and religion, through physical, mental, and spiritual liaison to discover the
bases upon which a better society might be builded and human welfare
promoted. Medicine of the past sought to make possible a healthy body-
Curative Medicine; in a confused way it now seeks a healthy mind in a
healthy body-Mental Hygiene; but, now and in the future, it must seek
integration with life-a healthy person in a healthy society.'
The physician has his roots deep in the soil of the past, for tradition to
him "is not a barren pride in departed glories"-as a statesman once said
in reference to British political tradition, "it is something from which he
derives a profound assurance, a sense of destiny, and a determination never
to abandon what has been purchased" with such labor, skill, devotion, and
sacrifice "by those who have gone before him." Medical "tradition is not a
recollection of the dead; it is real and living and growing. It rests upon
an unspoken, and perhaps in many cases, unrealized faith in the undefeated
continuity of the [profession]. A man with a deep sense of continuity sees
himself not as an accidental unit doomed to vanish in a few years but as one
of a great human procession, influenced and helped by those who have gone
before him, responsible in his turn for giving help and encouragement to
those who will come after."'
You are the inheritors of this tradition and the beneficiaries of many
generous philanthropies and appropriations; the future of medicine will be
as you plan and work. As already stated, you are physicians in fact if not in
name and you have assumed responsibility for health and happiness (in
part) of human individuals based on the scientific training and knowledge
you have received here and elsewhere and guided by such wisdom as you
possess and develop. You are members now of a noble profession-one
enriched by the careful observations and correlations and patient investiga-
tions of thousands of your devoted and indefatigable professional ancestors
whose contributions and example are your priceless heritage.
And thus, attention having been directed to some of our indebtednesses,
I come to the central theme of my remarks; I shall put it in the form of a
quotation from an address by the great psychologist and philosopher,
William James. Said he:
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Does not the acceptance of a happy life upon such terms involve a point of
honor? Are we not bound to take some suffering upon ourselves, to do some
self denying service with our lives in return for all those lives upon which ours
are built? To hear the question is to answer it in but one possible way, if
one have a normally constituted heart.'
It is a cliche to say that great universities are builded not with bricks and
mortar but with great teachers. For are we not all teachers, practitioners,
and students !-in varying degrees, of course, but none-the-less each of us
here functions in all of these categories. Do not think for a moment because
academic protocol designates you as "students" or "clinical clerks" and
some of us as "faculty" that the sick, distraught human beings whom you
will see as patients are going to make or should make any such distinction.
And do not think or thoughtlessly assume that the reputation and the
achievements and the prestige of the Yale University School of Medicine
rest alone upon faculty, laboratories, or hospital; upon your qualities of
character, mind, and heart also rest challenging responsibilities and great
privileges, upon your sense of oneness in great endeavor, upon your
loyalties and devotion to duties, opportunities, and team work, upon con-
duct, humanitarian and moral, as well as interests, intellectual and scientific
-upon these equally rests the fair name of our School. Greatness in a
school of medicine, I say, with all the strength of firm conviction and all
the earnestness of worthy ambition for this institution, derives from all of
the constituent members just as truly as it derives from human beings
rather than from buildings and equipment.
To be a physician-that is a great responsibility, yes, but is it not a great
privilege also? Think of your kinship with the great men and women who
have wrought brilliantly and effectively in the advances of medical science;
think of those patient scholars equally gifted and equally worthy but
unacclaimed because their results, as we say, were "negative"; think of
the thousands of devoted, industrious, competent practitioners of the science
and art of medicine; think of the teachers, public health workers, admin-
istrators; think of the rich opportunities to deal with people and families
in all the vagaries and vicissitudes, in the successes and failures of life;
think of the sickness of society and of the opportunities to do something to
bring understanding, healing, and correction; and just think very seriously
of the fact that you are here where many others long to be-others, perhaps,
more, or at least equally, deserving of the privilege and who will never gain
admission to any school of medicine! Think on these things, I beg you, and
realize and act upon the fact that you are privileged far beyond the vast
number of your fellow men.
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In these so-called "clinical years," what are the senior students, i.e., the
faculty, endeavoring to do for you the junior students? In pediatrics, are we
going to try to "cover the ground," as some would suggest, or give a
"comprehensive course"? Are we going to discuss the natural history and
treatment and family and community repercussions of every important
disease which may afflict the child? Are we going to point out each mile-
stone on the pathway of growth and development of the growing organism
and the maturing personality? No, what you acquire in the way of facts is
largely incidental and can be gotten perhaps more easily from books and
scientific journals without the aid of expensive hospitals, laboratories, and
preceptors. What we in pediatrics seek to do by example, word, and deed
is to demonstrate a way of life, a way of medical life, more narrowly-
a way of pediatric life. How we obtain vital data in the child's history and
appraise his environment, learn about family life, mother and father, sisters
and brothers; what has taken place in his maturation; what illnesses he has
had, what preventive measures have been taken, what indicated; what
behavior reactions does he have; what signs and symptoms of illness does
he exhibit; what diagnostic procedures are indicated; what treatment is
necessary for the patient in the bed (and the sick parents in the waiting
room) ; what report is to be made to the physician who referred the patient
(not the "L.M.D.," please) or the visiting nurse who brought him in;
what can be done in the home to create a happy and healthful environment;
how can the nurse and medical social worker be helpful; what public health
contacts are indicated? These are but sample questions and problems which
are to be dealt with in a pediatric way of life and require an integration
not to be secured from books and lectures and not easily measured by
examination marks.
You have had opportunities and facilities for acquiring knowledge and
methodologies in the basic medical sciences. By using this intellectual equip-
ment, by observing and emulating the professional procedures of your more
experienced fellow students (the clinical faculty), by examining and by
careful, kindly questioning of patients or parents, by studying the literature,
by discussing data with student and faculty colleagues-thus will you
acquire skills in the practice of medicine and learn how to think about
clinical problems, how to approach various situations and deal effectively
and wisely with them. The internship is the crown and glory of this experi-
ence and that is the reason it matters so little, relatively speaking, whether
your hospital service be "straight" or "rotating," surgical or pediatric; what
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greatly matters is fine quality and high standards and fair critiques of
performance and conduct, professional and personal.
I might add, by way of footnote, that although we make no systematic
effort to give a comprehensive "quiz course" in pediatrics, you will become
familiar with the important aspects of the subject if you attend faithfully
all the "required" courses in pediatrics given during the two clinical years;
courses which vary in form and substance and which you well know you are
not required, except by honor and self-interest, to attend.
By emulation, by repetition, by steady application, by experience and by
practice, will you become what you all, I hope, seek to become-great
physicians? Something more, I think, is required-something at the heart
of all great achievement. What you call that "something more" matters
not-character, wisdom, inner security-not the kind furnished by govern-
ment subsidies or by private annuities but by your faith, faith in something,
faith which is your own and gives meaning to life, a something of incorrupt-
ible good which in our sickworld society is badly needed. The poets know
of what I am speaking:
Wisdom was never learned at any knees,
Not even a father's, and that father a king.
........J.............I am notone
Who must have everything, yet I must have
My dreams if I must live, for they are mine.
Wisdom is not one word and then another,
Till words are like dry leaves under a tree;
Wisdom is like a dawn that comes up slowly
Out of an unknown ocean.'
And thus with training and wisdom may you attain to that group
envisioned by Thomas Hardy:
We would establish those of kindlier build,
In fair compassions skilled,
Men of deep art in life development.2
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